At the Air Force Research Laboratory's Space Vehicles Directorate we are investigating and developing architectures for commanding and controlling a cluster of cooperating satellites through prototype development for the TechSat-21 program. The objective of this paper is to describe a distributed satellite testbed that is currently under development and to summarize near term prototypes being implemented for cluster command and control. To design, develop, and test our architecture we are using eight PowerPC750 VME-based single board computers, representing eight satellites. Each of these computers is hosting the OSE™ real-time operating system from Enea Systems. At the core of our on-board cluster manager is ObjectAgent. ObjectAgent is an agent-based object-oriented framework for flight systems, which is particularly suitable for distributed applications. In order to handle communication with the ground as well as to assist with the cluster management we are using the Spacecraft Command Language (SCL). SCL is also at the centerpiece of our ground control station and handles cluster commanding, telemetry decommutation, state-of-health monitoring, and Fault Detection, Isolation, and Resolution (FDIR). For planning and scheduling activities we are currently using ASPEN from NASA/JPL. This paper will describe each of the above components in detail and then present the prototypes being implemented.
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Abstract — At the Air Force Research Laboratory’s Space Vehicles Directorate we are investigating and developing architectures for commanding and controlling a cluster of cooperating satellites through prototype development for the TechSat-21 program. The objective of this paper is to describe a distributed satellite testbed that is currently under development and to summarize near term prototypes being implemented for cluster command and control. To design, develop, and test our architecture we are using eight PowerPC750 VME-based single board computers, representing eight satellites. Each of these computers is hosting the OSE™ real-time operating system from Enea Systems. At the core of our on-board cluster manager is ObjectAgent. ObjectAgent is an agent-based object-oriented framework for flight systems which is particularly suitable for distributed applications. In order to handle communication with the ground as well as to assist with cluster management we are using the Spacecraft Command Language (SCL). SCL is also at the centerpiece of our ground control station and handles cluster commanding, telemetry decommutation, state-of-health monitoring, and Fault Detection, Isolation, and Resolution (FDIR). In addition, from an operations standpoint commanding and controlling a large cluster of satellites can be very burdensome for ground operators. We are addressing these issues by incorporating an on-board cluster manager which will in essence provide the capability to treat the cluster of satellites as a single virtual satellite. From a ground perspective the ground control station must also be able to treat the cluster as a virtual satellite.

Several prototypes are planned in order to develop, test, and demonstrate cluster management functionality and the virtual satellite concept. The initial prototype being developed involves three satellites flying in formation with the ability to perform autonomous reconfiguration based on equipment failure. Among other tasks, on a periodic basis the on-board cluster manager accumulates telemetry from all satellites and forwards that, along with cluster level status, to the ground for display, monitoring, and archiving. The ground station has the ability to send either commands to individual satellites or to the cluster manager. In the latter case the cluster manager uses on-board knowledge to determine the appropriate response. The above functionality as well as others will be elaborated on in the sections that follow.

1. INTRODUCTION

For many satellite missions large monolithic satellites are cases this results in costly satellites which are more complex, more susceptible to failure, and which have performance characteristics that are less than optimal due to realistic physical size limitations. Recently various organizations have begun to explore how distributed clusters of cooperating satellites can replace their larger monolithic counterparts resulting in an overall cost reduction, enhanced mission performance, and increased system fault tolerance. Large clusters of satellites flying in formation are required to have some level of on-board autonomy in order to: fly within specified tolerance levels; perform collision avoidance; perform FDIR; and plan and schedule activities. In addition, from an operations standpoint commanding and controlling a large cluster of satellites can be very burdensome for ground operators. We are addressing these issues by incorporating an on-board cluster manager which will in essence provide the capability to treat the cluster of satellites as a single virtual satellite. From a ground perspective the ground control station must also be able to treat the cluster as a virtual satellite.

Several prototypes are planned in order to develop, test, and demonstrate cluster management functionality and the virtual satellite concept. The initial prototype being developed involves three satellites flying in formation with the ability to perform autonomous reconfiguration based on equipment failure. Among other tasks, on a periodic basis the on-board cluster manager accumulates telemetry from all satellites and forwards that, along with cluster level status, to the ground for display, monitoring, and archiving. The ground station has the ability to send either commands to individual satellites or to the cluster manager. In the latter case the cluster manager uses on-board knowledge to determine the appropriate response. The above functionality as well as others will be elaborated on in the sections that follow.

2. TESTBED ARCHITECTURE

In order to develop and test the various satellite cluster command and control techniques, as well as other TechSat-21 technologies, a distributed satellite testbed is being developed. A simplified version of the TechSat-21 testbed is depicted in figure 1.
The figure shows the three major components of the testbed. The ground system is shown on the right side, the flight system is shown on the left side and the simulation environment is in the middle. The Real-Time Operating System (RTOS) used is OSE and the Remote Data Base Management System (RDMS) is NT SQL Server. The first two components will be discussed in greater detail in sections 2.1 and 2.2 respectively. The simulation environment will not be discussed because different simulations can be used depending on the required level of fidelity.

2.1 GROUND SYSTEM

Commanding and controlling a cluster of satellites from the ground pose many challenges. In order to optimize ground operation cost and manpower, different methods are needed to command and control the cluster, monitor the cluster, and to perform telemetry decommutation. These first two tasks are highlighted here. The details of cluster telemetry decommutation are left for discussion elsewhere.

For a large cluster it is not efficient or cost effective to command satellites on an individual basis. A more efficient method is to send commands to the on-board cluster manager and then have the cluster manager either parse the command string and forward the command(s) to the appropriate satellite(s) or to make some intelligent decision as to the most appropriate action. Two types of ground commanding and controlling are possible. The first type involves sending up a sequence of commands which are intended for specific satellites. With this scenario, one possible implementation method is to use a delimiter to separate commands with each command possessing fields containing the satellite number, command name, value, duration, and time. This description is simplified to illustrate the point and neglects fields such as a CRC field for error checking. This command string would be sent to the on-board cluster manager where the cluster manager would then parse the command string and send commands to the appropriate satellites.

A second type of commanding involves commands which are sent to the cluster without specific indication as to which satellites in the cluster will ultimately be effected. A hypothetical example might be to issue a command to "observe region x at time y". The cluster manager, based on the status of the satellites at time y, will then determine the appropriate course of action to be taken. This type of commanding requires more on-board intelligence than in the first scenario and has a higher level of risk. Because of the higher level of risk, safeguards need to be put in place to ensure no adverse conditions arise.

To command the cluster of satellites a common frequency will be used with a spacecraft ID used to denote what commands are destined for which satellites. The satellites are flying in close enough formation so that they are all within the same beamwidth. All satellites receive the command but not all will process that command. The operation is somewhat analogous to a TCP/IP broadcast system.

Telemetry decommutation on the ground requires being able to parse telemetry from multiple satellites. For a TDM-based telemetry system this scales nicely from how traditional Time Division Multiplexing (TDM)-based systems operate. Telemetry from different satellites simply gets associated with specified frames and frame locations. For CCSDS-based systems packets can contain a field which identifies where they originated.

Developing methods to monitor and visualize cluster state-of-health can be very difficult. Visualizing individual satellite mnemonics can be difficult for moderately complex satellites and this problem gets magnified for a cluster of satellites. One solution is to develop a hierarchical telemetry display system. A top level system would contain the overall status of individual satellites. Choosing an individual satellite and drilling down to the second level would contain a display showing all subsystems for that satellite. Additional levels would partition a subsystem even further. Anomalous conditions would be highlighted at any level by bubbling up problems through the hierarchy.

As the core of our ground system we are baselining the Spacecraft Command Language (SCL) from Interface and Control Systems. SCL is a Commercial-off-the-Shelf (COTS) software package which contains an expert system and a command scripting language. It was designed to operate both on-board a satellite and on the ground. This makes it an ideal environment for developing a prototype which contains the cluster commanding and monitoring capability described earlier. Expert system rules can be developed and migrated from ground to space as appropriate. Using the rule-based expert system a fault tree for known anomalous conditions can be developed.
initial ground prototype developed is shown in figure 2. Although this is for a simplified example it provides cluster level state-of-health monitoring and control. A prototype being developed is adding the hierarchical monitoring capability.

Figure 2: Ground station display

SCL is also being used to handle all commanding and telemetry between the ground and the cluster and to simulate the on-board Command and Data Handling (C&DH) system. This will be described in section 4.

2.2 FLIGHT SYSTEM

This section discusses the flight system portion of the testbed. First an overview of the ObjectAgent and TeamAgent systems is given. ObjectAgent and TeamAgent are two of the key components of the flight system as it pertains to distributed satellite command and control. This is followed by descriptions of the flight system architecture and the cluster manager.

OBJECTAGENT AND TEAMAGENT

ObjectAgent and TeamAgent are being developed by Princeton Satellite Systems with phase II funding from the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) under the Small Business Innovative Research (SBIR) Program. ObjectAgent is an agent based, message passing architecture for use with distributed systems. TeamAgent applies the ObjectAgent architecture to constellations of multiple cooperating satellites. Thus, both systems are well suited for use in the command and control of satellite clusters.

Agents in ObjectAgent can be used at all levels of software functionality because there is no set level of complexity for an agent. For instance, a designer could choose to implement the entire flight software as a single agent, he could use one agent for the software related to each subsystem, or he could use multiple agents for each subsystem etc. ObjectAgent agents are composed of skills. The skills that an agent possesses determine its complexity and functionality. However, all agents have some basic skills to ensure that they can communicate. In addition, agents have self-knowledge and they can explain their functioning and purpose to other agents and users. Agent communication takes place solely through messages, there is no shared memory between agents. This ensures that agents can work together even when they are not located on the same processor.

A TeamAgent demonstration using the ObjectAgent architecture prototyped in Matlab was conducted in January 2000. The demonstration showed the ability to control a cluster of satellites using agents. A cluster of four satellites was simulated. The satellites were placed in an elliptical trajectory relative to a reference orbit. The payload of one of the satellites was then failed. The failed satellite was removed from the cluster, and the remaining three satellites were repositioned along the elliptical trajectory to compensate for the removed satellite. The cluster was controlled in a leader/follower fashion with one of the satellites in charge of determining a need to reconfigure as well as of calculating reconfiguration trajectories. The same satellite then issued thrust commands to the remaining satellites. A more detailed account of this demonstration can be found in [6][7][8].

The initial work for ObjectAgent™ and TeamAgent™ was done in Matlab. Full details of this work can be found in [4][9]. At present, the ObjectAgent architecture is being ported to C++ for implementation on the OSE™ real-time operating system (RTOS). Future TeamAgent demonstrations will use the C++/OSE version of ObjectAgent. More details regarding the status of the C++ version of ObjectAgent are given in [9].

FLIGHT SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The flight system section of the testbed consists of eight Force PowerCore 6750 boards. The boards have a single PowerPC 750 processor and are housed in a VME chassis. They are connected using 100 Mbps ethernet. In addition each board has two RS-232 interfaces. Each board is running Enea’s OSE RTOS. OSE is a message passing operating system well suited for distributed applications.

As can be seen in Figure 1, the flight system interfaces with a simulation environment and with the ground segment of the testbed. The simulation includes spacecraft dynamics, environmental factors, and actuator and sensor models. It provides inputs to the software on the flight boards and receives software outputs to the spacecraft actuators. At present, the simulation is connected to each board via one of its serial interfaces. In the future, the boards will interface with the simulation environment through ethernet. Communication between the ground and flight systems is accomplished through the ethernet and is handled by SCL, which is present at both ends of the interface. This interface
will be discussed further in the section describing prototype development.

The testbed can be used to simulate a cluster of up to eight satellites with the flight software for a single satellite running on each of the processing boards. The prototype system being tested at the present time, however, consists of a three satellite cluster organized in a leader/follower fashion. The leader satellite is known as the cluster manager, it carries software to allow it to make cluster level decisions and to issue commands to the follower satellites. Because the two follower satellites in this system are designated as primary and secondary back-ups to the cluster manager, they carry the same software on-board; however, software pertaining to cluster manager functionality is turned off until the satellite needs to assume the function of cluster manager.

THE CLUSTER MANAGER
As mentioned above, the cluster manager is responsible for making cluster level decisions. It is this piece of software which allows the satellite cluster to function as a “virtual” satellite. The cluster manager functionality is broken down into the following four major areas:

- Command and control
- Cluster data management
- Formation flying
- Fault management

The command and control portion of the cluster manager is implemented using a combination of SCL, Casper and ObjectAgent. Intersatellite communication and communication between the cluster manager and the ground is implemented using SCL. Casper is used to help break down high level commands into lower level commands and to help plan implementation of complex tasks. Both SCL and ObjectAgent are used to generate commands for other spacecraft, depending on the type of algorithm generating the command. The capabilities provided by the cluster manager command and control allow the cluster to be treated as a “virtual” satellite.

Cluster data management is needed because the cluster must be able to provide state of health information for all the satellites in the cluster. In addition, it must keep track of data, such as relative position and velocity, needed to control the cluster. Potentially, the cluster must be able to provide any telemetry data requested by the ground for any of the satellites in the cluster. The SCL database is used to keep track of all necessary data. Some data is provided by the satellites to the cluster manager on a periodic basis, while other data is only provided upon request. The information that the cluster manager keeps in its database is still to be determined, but at a minimum it includes the following (for each satellite in the cluster):

- Relative position
- Absolute position
- Absolute velocity
- Attitude quaternion
- System time
- Spacecraft mode
- Fuel level
- Reference trajectory
- Sensor states

The formation flying part of the cluster manager is responsible for maintaining the cluster formation and for reconfiguring the cluster whenever necessary. The algorithms necessary for formation flying are implemented as ObjectAgent agents. The inputs needed by the agents are sometimes provided by other agents and sometimes obtained from the SCL database. The outputs from the formation flying segment of the cluster manager are commands for the members of the cluster. Thus, the formation flying portion of the cluster manager is implemented using ObjectAgent but it has strong interfaces to both the cluster data management and the command and control portions.

The cluster manager will be responsible for identifying and handling cluster level faults. Cluster level faults are those faults which require action from the cluster in order to be managed. An example of a cluster level fault is a failure of the intersatellite link in one of the satellites. In this case, though the spacecraft in question may still be able to function as an individual satellite, it is no longer able to participate as a member of the cluster and the cluster manager must compensate for this fact. Cluster level fault management will be implemented using a combination of ObjectAgent and SCL. At present more details cannot be provided because the fault management portion of the cluster manager has not been fully defined.

3. PROTOTYPE DEMONSTRATION
Several prototypes have been or are currently under development which show initial operation of our cluster management system.

The initial prototype, which was Matlab based, included four satellites flying in formation which communicated to an SCL based ground station via sockets. Within the prototype the system had the ability to: command the cluster, receive telemetry from the cluster, display cluster status, inject faults such as a GPS failure, perform autonomous reconfiguration, and fly in formation using Hill’s equations. Upon GPS failure the on-board cluster manager would autonomously remove the failed satellite from the cluster. Orbital data was sent down to the ground station and forwarded to a graphical
display system where operation could be visualized in real-time.

A second series of prototypes being developed extends the above system and implements the on-board cluster management system on the PowerPC architecture described earlier. As mentioned earlier, SCL is used as the on-board Command and Data Handling (C&DH) system and will handle all communication between the on-board cluster manager and the ground system. The communication protocol was CCSDS. The initial prototype contained approximately 15-20 telemetry points and allowed for ground commanding. The initial system showed a prototypical on-board C&DH system but was not integrated with TeamAgent. An environmental simulator, which interfaced with the PowerPC's, was used to generate orbital data. A second prototype under development will show integration of the TeamAgent system with the C&DH subsystem. The ground system developed in the initial prototype contained several features which will be enhanced in future prototypes. This included: telemetry decommutation, a graphical fault tree, telemetry display, commanding ability, web-based fault diagnosis. In addition the ground system had an interface with Satellite Toolkit for displaying satellite orbits.

4. CONCLUSION / FUTURE RESEARCH

At the time of this writing a cluster management demonstration is being developed which essentially migrates the initial cluster manager described earlier and implemented in Matlab to the PowerPC architecture. This demonstration will show autonomous reconfiguration, a limited ACS implementation, as well as collision avoidance. Subsequent prototypes will be developed which will enhance cluster management functionality and eventually lead to implementation of an actual cluster management system for TechSat-21 which will contain both flight and ground components.

Flying a cluster of satellites in tight formation requires an on-board cluster management system in order to reduce response time, provide fault tolerance, and enhance mission performance. In addition a ground system capable of interacting with the flight system is also required in order to offer failsafe operation and to reduce ground manpower requirements and costs. The cluster management system being development in the AFRL testbed is well on the way towards achieving our objectives.
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